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taste wt Curd Cont m nt Cony a 

. if . : That there @*were so many conspiracies and what Ogwald was not 

guilty will seem strange to many who for <iecades have been bludgeoned 

by ail the major media which undertook to be publicty agent for the 

untenable product of that Ketzenbach conspiracy, the official cam - 

mission sof those "unimneachable" eminencesand the steady drumbeat 

from the executive agencies but the fact is that while those words 

were not used im it Poth were proven in the very firss b ok, 1965's k y 

Whitewash:The Report on the Warren Report. 
A | 766, 

Oswaldl's innoncence was proven with picturesSir the second of jin | 

the Whitewash series,but like the first and those tha: followed, they 

were entirely ignored by the major media, which by then had its own 

face the hide because of its unques stioning endorsement of that 

untenable Report and its monolithic retugal yo aéquestion any of 

the official mythology and: its steadfasito a any of the 

proven criticism of the Report that were published. 2244 fire. 

For one illustration thatis in point, those pictures that to 

reasonable minds proven Oswald ould not have bee aes assassin. 

(Since then I have obtained additionkal sO oa vheu Follow 

below. However, thes pigtures are far from all that the governm wit 
AY 

had and kept secret whieh vroved Oswald could not have been the 

FB/ assassin. Those other, non-photosraphic proofs were in #records 

. ¢ that were suppressed and kept secret unsil lgwsuits and the fear 

of islawsuits under FOIA freed them from that improper suporession. 

#(which was still another of th.e innumerable conspiracies. ) 
ry in . —_—— 

vhat there it bee a medical conspiracy was apparent in t & hat 
{ 1465: 

very f Yiirst bole. A ditiona ional proof of it were in 1975a's_Pos Post 

Mortem. In 1995's HRVER a@BRx - AGAIN! tne suhktitle rqaised these 
} 

questions. Post Mortem actually raised the question of Oswe aldk s 
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The government, which is the usual source of charges of consoiracy, 

charges it usually taxes: to court, was not about to charge itself 

with its crimes in the supvx0sd JFK assassination case.
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nro 
td the sobiitle of NEVER AGAIN! is "The Governmen: Conspiracies: 
S 

+ L te 

In qt he JFK Assassination ane dongle MPN - 

———} - fo. i 1 I / A thei JS 

Or, Aguilar's essay "converged" rei rather late, [Pith ed the prvgy. 

It is obvious, to return to one of the earliest vroofs of a 

conspiracy that was very, very wrong, was vrobably a criminal act, 

Humes destruction of evidence in a murder case. Because he had to 

have had orders to do that, witness the fact @@tthat after he 

testified to it nothing happened to niavexept that he was 

given a sronetd on,” the public admissions of that varticular con- 

spiracy can be said to have begun @#eaz not later than then. 
mv pearly abl 

A few-excéerptstfron Post Mortem meke this and more clear. 
7 

The first is what I wrote after an interview with Boswell was 

published in the Baltimore Sun,in November, 1956. Richard H. Levine 

was the reporter who interviewed him afte Speaking tO mes 

pases 37-8 here.
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{lms Back Warren Report". 
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For all their dilettante attitude, 

and probe, the reporters did come up with 

tional revelations to an honest press and 
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tion of these slides 

they confirm Lt; 
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in the printed record or the files; 
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what would have been sensa~ 
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of tissue "which indicated cee 
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though, he said, 

noted," although there 43 no such chart 
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f the injuries and what had 
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flimsy excuse t 
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finished the finel draft by re 

was still alive, and it was believed 
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n was performed 

vising what he hed written - 
- but before Humes 
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the autopsy information would 

ings 3" 
non-fstal wound did the 

Not until they could not probe the rear, 
Levine's words 
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are, “At this point , or 

aiscovered and probed, by finger and 
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Then why was the tele 

second one made at all? 

The enswer is in WHITEWASH (p.180): 

tipped off. 

“Later that day, 

the rough draft and comp 

4g true, Dr. Humes 

183) in swearing that, 

ing of November 24, 1 made a 

hich this /part of Exhibit 397 

November 23; 

This, to the Comm 

the President's autopsy and suppress 

X-rays and the slides of microscopic exam 

tion. 

Yet of his interview with Boswel 

meaning earlier November 23 - when Qswa 

the absolute certainty that all t 

subject to rigorous cross-examination 
- 

Further complicating it is this 

the autopsy than Hu 

gaid that all the original note 

were turned over to the Nationa 
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3 of the entire body": 

wnoen the woun 
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ath, and bullets do make them. 

hone call to the Dalles doct 

had been two - 

ty to the pathologists - that there was 

phone call made to 

pr. Humes and Dr. Bos 

leted the protocol in its fine 

per jured himself before 

"Tn the privacy of my 

draft of this report which 

7 represents the revision. 

“burned in the fireplace of my recreation room" (2H373)- 

4ssion and the newspapers ever since, 

the notes and 

he sutopsy work and findings 

mes or Boswell acknowledged under oath: 

3 were preserved, as far 

1 Archives." (Of this he can have no 

n the back of the neck was 

by metal surgical probe, "0 

ody should have been examined along 

is no reference to 8ny sign of 

caused by the trache- 

In fact, — 

detectable path. 

ors - he also re- 

as Levine put it, 

making 4 

"confirmed", 

point of the tracheotomy in- 

"learn" this, or the 

The Dallas doctors were 

well went over 

1 form." If this 

the Commission (WHITEWASH 

own home, 
I later revised 

That 

43 normal - burn 

the pictures and the 

{nation and the organ examine - 

would be 

"Dp. Humes destroyed" 

representation of more drafts of 

a bul- 

180, 

eearly in the morn~ 

that "before this” 

ld was still alive and there was 

the draft. 

‘pr. Boswell 

as he knows, and



knowledge and it {fs untrue. No such notes are or have been there, nor 

are they printed where required in the commission's record.) "He said 

the things that were burned were copies of the protocol as they were 

revised." 

Aside from the conflict with Humes on the time - and if Humes 

swore falsely, Boswell was also under oath and supported it, raising 

again the question of perjury - this language accounts for a minimum of 

one more burned copy of the autopsy, at least ons draft more than, undsr 

oath, the doctors acknowledged were msds. 

Boswell also indicated papers hed been prepared that no longer 

exist. It is proper and normal, as I have pointed out from tae bezin- 

ning, to orient wounas from inflexible points 30 that the location is 

precise. Only variables - the shoulder joint and the mastoid - are re- 

ferred to in the autopsy report. That was rewritten after Osweld was 

murdered, after it was known there would be no cross-cxemination. In 

Levine's language, Dr. Boswell said "that he thousht he had used a verte- 

bra as a third reference point, but that this did not appear in the 

autopsy report or in the sketch." 

: This is part of the story thet delighted the papers, that caused 

them to vie with each other in joyous hosannahs because there hed been 

error in the autopsy when a President w6s murdered; thst made the papers 

proclaim the zood news throughout the land -. the President's autopsy was 

right because it was wron3 ~ better than Gilbert and Sulliven - and sll 

is right with the government and the world! Never have the great and 

powerful been so uninhibitedly exultent in praise of error. 

enly made the Warren Report rignt. 

Nobody wondered - or asked why - it took Boswell three years to 

admit his "error", especially because it was months after the autopsy 

that he and Humes testified under oath. Nobody - not Levine, the AP. the 

barrass Ur. Boswell, once he 

Times or any other paper - deigned to em 

agreed to be interviewed, by asking for comment on the thoroughngoing con- 

demnation of this autopsy months earlier at the annual meeting of the 

American Academy of Forensic Sciences, which heard it denounced es in- 

complete, tweak ... cannot establish 9 chain of evidencs .o--. failed to 

maintain original notes oe. must be taken on faith rather than fact «+. 

Mystery about the autopsy now is forever zuaranteed, but there is 

no mystery about why Drs. Boswell and Humes did not answer my letters, 

did not agree to speak to me, but did agree to be interviewed by those 

who knew nothing about the fact or, like Levine, cared less. It is as 

though there were guarantees ia advance. From Levine none were needed. 

The performance of the Associated Press could have been no more satis- 

factory to Boswell if he hed written their story. 

Levine got his sensation, leaving the country no better for it, 

with lies about a President's murder more widely disseminated, more 

firmly believed by more misinformed people. It did him no good, however, 

for he left the Sun very soon thereafter. 

Only the cause of injustice and untruth profited, only those de- 

serving punishment were protected. 

fBrror is what sudd 

Levine told me he had asked Boswell why he had not responded to 

my letter, to the challenges I published in WHITEWASH, to my offer to' 

ted to say so I could quote him accurately. 

tape record anything he wan 
° l 

se I did not consult him in edvence 

Boswell, he told me, was pub out becau 
n 

of publication. On December 1, 1966, I wrote Boswell the following let- 

ter, sending a copy to Humes: 

It has been reported to me, I hope erroneously, that your failurs 

to respond to my letter of six months 430, with which I enclosed 4 

copy of my pook, WHITEWASH: THE REPORT ON THe WARREN REPORT, was due 

to pique, because I had not consulted you in advance of its publicsa- 

tion. 
if , < 2 

oj as 

pe =< ol VRE Eee
 xo eee We v= 

aw 
mer? 

printed evidence in 27 

lifetimes complete a bo 

It is my belief that 

should be a model of co 
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the Associated Press. 
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to say. whether or not 

entirely your decision. 

tape recording and proy 

I cannot avoid notir 

Dr. Humes decline or ré 

sericusly question the 

ample, seeing Fletcher 

that you granted an ini 

apparent to you that th 

ter at all and had as } 

ultimately said, thet } 
My new book, WHITE 

shall not send you cop 

things I sey and prove 

unworthy of a Bowery bi 

The coctors, sppare 

sponded tc me. They were 

on its Special of Specials 

the government, presented 

thinly disguised as "non-p 

with the filmed informatio 

Proudly reading the 

kite was blissfully unawar 

deliznt was a biz lie. Th 

out the snows - tne proude 

Since the K-rays an 

Captain Humes has re-e 

time, he discusses wit 

The press widely in 

meen that SBS had been abl 

suppressed pictures and X- 

Archivist has written me, 

If Humes did not kr 

tainly did efter the show 

it, content to leave a lyi 

he ned never berors seen, 

This is consistent 

demurrer, participatsc in 

Sommander -- now vé 

pictures and X-rays f 
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Humes was not always entirely consistent but in his admission 
f 

of his destruction of evidence, his burning of his autopsy report, 
that - Ja 

he did time it as immediately after he knew ta#,Oswald had been killrd. 

He also "certified" tnat the only autopsy; paper he destroyed 

aunts pen: 
gwas the hologrpaph or his feport and that he turned.all ovther 

papers, including his Notes", in to his commanding officer. Later, 

—thyae 
when the yrproblem indicsted by his preservation of tat” notes 

became obvious and trug eseme, he started sweering to other 
27 

versions. He reoeatedly swore in contradiction to himself, too: 

(pages 144-5 here) Uy fm 
‘ _ 

— hy hi 

There is no question about it, what he swore'tat he destroyed 

LAWN, BAM 
v ’ 

is his autopsy report. He burned it, #of al2 inappropriate placees, 

in the fireplace of his recregtion room. 

What a "recreation"!:



Ne 

, I will say this for Arlen Specter: He did reply, even if his tal 

was tightly legged and even if he did not accept the challenge to sue me 

- or even to debate me or defend himself. 

And I will add this: With all the United States Gove 

fend him and all the United States press to suppress his record a 

charges against him, he is not very lonely. 

So, consideration of the ministrations of the doc 

of truth is presented in the form of a new challenge to them. 

find harsh what I will hers say of them, if they feol it is actionable 

.and if they are men with the convictions and guts of men - they can do 

“What Specter did not and will not. 
, 

"a In saying this, I raalize I am betting a sure thing, and I want - 

the reader to know I am not hiding it. I say it straight out. Neither » 

Specter in the city where he has great influence and power and I have . 

none, nor the doctors, in Washington, where we all know who hes and exer 

cises the muscle, Literally and figuratively, will sue me. Neither will 

face a judicial daterminatton of fact. There is no court that can be 30% 

fixed or stacked, no jury that can be influenced enough, no weakness I 

heave (and as a man without influence or means, I will have to Gepend on 

court-supplisd or volunteer counsel), that can tempt them even to Look ' 

from behind the federal skirts. 
os 

In addition, they know the truth and they know that I know it. 

They will do whatever they can to keep it out of any open court as they 

must to keep themselves safe and secure in the hands of such champions .’. 

as the Attorney General. They prefer 6x parts proceedings; where they: 

face no opposition, will not be cross-examined and know that if there 1 

any examination at all, it will be friendly. 

There are few men who will avoid such challenges, but we are dea 

ing with those who have and will continue to. 
; 

To avoid the remote possibility that, in haste and passion, I 

might not make direct challenge to the autopsy doctors on their integ- 

rity, I begin with it. 
( 

At the very veginning of their unheaded, 

unworthy report, used by the Attorney General as one 

ble, are these statements: 

The autopsy began at approximately 8:00 p, M, on Friday, 

November 22, 1963, and was concluded approximate ly at 11:00 

p, M. The autopsy report, written by Dr. Runes with the 

assistance of Dr. Boswell and Dr. Finck, was written on 

Novenber 23 and the morning of November 24, and delivered by 

Dr. Humes to Admiral Burkley, the President's physician, on 

November 24 at about 6:30 P. NM. . 

It is a minor complaint that the examination, in a very real sense, 

began about 25 minutes earlier, when the first of the pictures and X-raja, 

were taken. They are part of the autopsy, suddenly a very real part to 

Boswell, Clark, Garrison and the court. 
4 

In every respect other than time, this statement 43 in conflic 

with Humes! testimony (2H373)- For example, his testimony on when he 

wrote the autopsy (and Boswell and Finck had no part of the writing): ” 

Gommander Humes. In the privacy of my own home, early in the 

morning of Sunday, November 2h, I made a draft of the report which 

I later revised and of which represents the revision. That draft Ty 

personally burned in the fireplece of my recreation room. er 

The Commission and all the government and press, then and since,3 

haye apparently seen nothing ghoulish, nothing at all wrong in the burnex 

ing of a President's autopsy in a recreation room. Soms "recreation"! GM 

The difficulty here 4s determining whether Humes 1s a simple li 

yb 
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are not editorial, 
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Ries aera 

Vv 

Glark or a perjurer in his Commission testinony. 

1d be certain with an honest government and a dedi- 

system, woe will know. ‘That, however, {3 not as important 

and this part of the rewriting of history 

in when Humes burned his evidence - and his obser- 

purned was evidence, for he was 

ig material. It is highly significant. Note 

“Fe wrote November 24 - and he specifies it 
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43 what he burned. 
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n be no doubt of the materiality, 

on the next pagee 
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November 2th. 
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- meaning entra 
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I quote his answer to 
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It had to have been later 
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topsy report. The changes he made 
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this Attorney General and 
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iny open court 4s they pable, but with Arlen Specter, this Commission, 

ids of such champions Department of Justice, when a President is murdered, they are normal, 

yceedings, where they essential, natural as breathing. I emphasize he said he was still work- 

fter Oswald was shot, and after he knew it. 

j know that if there 1s 3% 

lenges, but we are deale 

aste and passion, I 
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to make a more serious charge, 

* 43 his November 2h, 

- officer, Captain J. H. Stover: 

aptain Stover at 5 

had he to give 

has to be read 

after morning, 

the day he said he cleaned it a 

——— 

Unless he casts himself in the role of 

the world's fastest typists and those of rarer skill tha 

passages, all signatories 

lied in saying that the autopsy was 

the President's physician, on 1 autopsy report 
“delivered b 

Admiral Burkley, 

The alternative to calling 

for he certified 

1963, "Certificate", countersigned by 
the other version. It 

his superior 

I, James J. Humes, certify that all working papers 

associated with Naval Medical School Autopsy Report A63-272 

al custody at all times. Autopsy 

have remained in my person 

notes and the holograph draft of the final report were handed 

to Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Medical School, at 1700, 

24 November 1963. No papers relating to this case remain in 

my possession. 

AAS rt 
(Burkley approved.See Ps 525] J. J. HUMES 

Thus, it is clear that Humes gave the autopsy he had written to 

pem. the day he said he gave it to Burkley an hour 

He also said he had not a scrap of paper in any way 

and a half later. 

relating to the autopsy in his possession beginning at 5S pem. SO, W 

the admiral at 6:30? What he was also saying, and this 

between the lines, is that he worked 4t over until well 

wall after he knew of Oswaid's murder, 

11 up in the morning. © t * 

The Navy put up with and was part of an awful lot. 
a ey 

an errand boy and the Navy 
t 

of the Clark © 

y 
November 2h 

him other than a liar is 

hat 

until about dark 

DRrereo<kes0 
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When the papers flames turned in reached the Nationlal Archives 

a oroper record was made of it by one of the men then assigned to 
real gukay rar, 

that archive, John Simmons. Ohat as (on October 3, 167. Although 

che copy of this record in the #Ardgives is from difficult to 

MVV CEN ; . 

impossible to read,it can b#-read thatto the knowledge of the 
j 

Archives,gll that humes did not burn had been delivered to it. 
: 

to"that autoosy were preserved and 
/ 

é 

"All other papers related 

turned over to th Archives. 

it 

That was the "original Gf the replecement liumes wrote for 
( aWe 

the sutopsy report he pournec. I held it in my hands, \nad color 

pictures oF it made ‘nd had xeroxes made of it for @inclusion in 

Post Mortem (pages 509-23). 

However, Humes! notes are not included:
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drawn, not an objective r eipt, was copied for me with 1-5/8_-thches 

of the pop of each page missing. (The /same amount of copying was 
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be J With regard to "(a)", that is not "the original holographic draft 

Autopsy Protocol" for, as consultation with the cited source 

4t is the original of the revision of the "draft" (28373). This 
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misrepresentation
 may 
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the description "puncture 

ter testimony it was, 
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m in the sequence of the longer 
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ith the body when it was 
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d, persona 
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To cite what in context is 
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f the signatories had any 
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to make it seem that all 
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rt reads, "Three 
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crossed 

gan with 

the autopsy, 

the autopsy repo 

fell forward." 

ans entrane®. 

t survived the recreation-room burning. 

{including those eases where, 

on page h, a point on which 

the crime and the Warren 

in describing what has 

have been in the 

example is 

full sentence, 

re seven changes of 

" 43 twice aint 

with Specter's deftness in 

In one of these cases, 

, a word that is anything but synony- 
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where the wound that it was 
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wound or there could be no single-assassin, no-conspiracy Report, the 

qualification "presumably" was inserted on pages 8, 9 and 10. ; 

Other factual changes are to opposites. One of the most readily 

comprehended is on page 5, where "left" was changed to "right". On 

page 1h, where the rear wound was related to the plane of the body and 

thus not dependent upon what was unknown, the position of the body, the 

change was to what amounts to a deliberate, unscientific and unwarranted 

attempt to frame the accused and the solution. As altered, this reads, 

"The projectiles were fired from a point behind and somewhat above the 

level of the deceased." Without knowing the position of the body in 

three different ways, this could not be said. ‘Was the President at the 

time of each shot vertical, bolt erect? Was he turned in either direc- 

tion from at right angles to the length of the car? Or was he, while 

erect in a vertical plane as compared with the car or the seat, leaning 

to either side? 

At best, these changes reflect such uncertainty as to disqualify 

the autopsy report in its entirety. At worst, they are, because agreed 

to by so many, a deliberate conspiracy to frame the then-dead accused, 

to corrupt history, and to vindicate any assassin or assassins. 

But what is most incredible of all in this rewriting of fact to 

ordain falsehood as truth is a failure by all. Neither Admiral Gallo- 

way, Who dominated and ordered changes made, nor Admiral Burkley, who 

was everywhere and approved, nor any of the three surgeons themselves 

caught the one slip-up. Five medical military officers are involved 

in this, each culpably. 

In a single place they neglected to murder truth. Ina single 

place an accurate description of a wound remained. And say what they 

now may or will, it is an uncontested fact that all five did agree on 

it. It is the one vital fact to escape that recreation-room assassi- 

nation of the medical truth. 

The fourth paragraph of the holographic autopsy report begins, 

Dr. Perry noted the massive wound of the head and a second 

uncture wound of the low anterior neck in approximately the 

midline. (Emphasis added.) 

This is entirely in accord with everything, fact and all the 

initial medical statements, all of which had the President shot in the 

front of the neck. 

There is no change here in the holograph. Nobody, at any time - 

Humes or anyone else - noted any altera 

plue-lined, white, letter-paper-sized pad. 

But somebody in the military's butcher shop of history at Bethesda 
In the typed ver- 

did eliminate this truth befare the report was typed. 

sion, the word "puncture" was eliminated. In its stead there appears 

"much smaller". The dramatic representation, that the Dallas doctors 

said the President had been shot from the front, fell victim to those 

in the military determined to rewrite what happened when the President 

was gunned down in cold blood in broad daylight on the streets of a 

major American city. 

If we today cannot pinpoint what person did this, absent confes- 

sion, there is no possibility of doubt about where it was done. All 

the evidence is that Humes turned in his draft to his superiors at 

Bethesda, and that all of this was supervised by the commander of that 

military installation, Admiral Galloway. 

And this, too, was verified by another admiral, the President's 

personal physician. Burkley approved the original truth saying that 

the President's wound in the front of the neck was caused by a shot 

from the front, and he approved the mysterious change which attempts 

to hide this fact. 

I have no doubt that Humes intended to change this. I do not 

know if he was ordered to and, if so, by whom. But my first accusa- 

tion of perjury, in WHITEWASH, is Ni this a and sen day remains 

\ P v undisputed. « ¥ ws 
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1 133-1 
The day after th 

.The Report acknowledges 
to me when I interviews 
both the same day. He 
conference. 

Perry is a man d 
friendly, personable, c 
his calling and justifi 
in what he told me is t 
versibly dead the momen 
process then called a " 
he made it in the most 
incision, he made a tra 
pose - and he had, he t 

so that, upon healing, 
natural folds of the sk 

But he was force 
his personal situation, 
personal assassination . 
into the office of Dist 
the office of mayor. (| 

As I have repeat 
Philadelphia announced 
perjury, a crime. 

Knowing full wel! 
had said immediately th 
and that Oswald could n 
had been a conspiracy - 
tapes and radio recordi 
tended there was no pri) 
embarrassed, bumbling a1 
to the writing of the R 
for all the world as th 

eoeWe have been | 
ings of the televis: 
our efforts at CBS, 
York, Dallas and ot} 
is they have not yai 

Picture of the Ar 
operate! 

It is Specter's ] 
in ransacking the files 

- las station alone is mo: 
solely to Dallas and TV, 
KTVT-TV, had no video té 
KRLD, all offered to du 
This is set forth in els 
files on this subject, } 
had delayed its inquirie 
about to be erased for 1 

Specter was not 1 
he lied in telling the 1 
they have not yet catalc« 
loguing the real questic 
logued, or 99 percent ol 
footage" still would not 
needs and purposes did 1 

’ words, and they then wer 
~ sion's own files. 

This is the way ¢ 
-. Perry presented. 

Before the Commis
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_8.-single—" redundant phons ¢All_to-Perry—(2H37) Questioned twice and ' testif 
“geparately (6H16 and 3H380, the sarlier testimony in the later volume), Eon S 
Perry told Specter of two. He said of the second of these two calls : ; lt ; 

Humes placed to him that "he told me, of course, that he could not talk Un Ss 
to me about any of it and asked that I keep it in confidence, which I . ter's 
did" and "he advised me that he could not discuss with me the findings nesses 
of the necropsy." On all counts, according to other and probative tes- 
timony and what Perry told me, this is false. . Burkle 

There was no legal need for secrecy and an urgent need for pub- nea 
lie information that was truthful. The entire world was in turmoil. fron 
Humes did "discuss" with Perry "the findings", based on which, as Perry 
later told me, he knew the wound officially described as in the back of used a 
the President's neck was actually in his back. And, although he said meanin 
he did not tell anyone, Perry had to and he did. > more p 

He did have an announced and scheduled press conference on the 
medical evidence for that very day, undoubtedly the real purpose of & ch 

Humes' call. Had it been for information, he would have telephoned ca 
Perry the night before, while he was examining the body and could check pr 
it, not after the body had been surrendered and long after the embalm- 
ing and reconstruction had been completed and the corpse was in the th 
White House @ of 

. : will 
It is Dr. Kemp Clark who first pulled the plug on this perjury so the 

not in 

Dr. Perry stated that he had talked to the Bethesda Naval » and pl 
Hospital on two occasions that morning and that he knew what ‘ eres 
the autopsy findings had shown and that he did not wish to 5 an 0x 
be questioned by the press as he had been advised by Bethesda : 
to confine his remarks to what he knew from having examined 
the President, and suggested that the major part of this press 
conference be conducted by me. 

(6H23): 

are we 

Be: with" 
Having already told the world that the President had been shot endor: 

from the front, could Perry the next day say the opposite? Or can any- full 1 
one blame him for going on an unannounced vacation - translation: into to the 
attempted hiding? ; 

Clark, also under oath, named two other witnesses to this con- autop: 

versation. Need it be added that Specter and the Commission had no : and lr 
interest and questioned neither these two nor any others about it? ; Exhib? 
These were the hospital administrator and Dr. George T. Shires, both : both rt 
of whom Specter interviewed on other matters, copy ¢ 

So, especially with the reports that only one bullet was expected - Pee 
to be recovered from the body, and that possible only from the wound in a is .. 
the front of the neck, there is great point in Burkley's. affirmation of « eke: 
Humes' quotation of Perry's statement that the anterior neck wound, Be aia az 
which he did see clearly and through which he made the tracheostomy : , 
incision, was caused by a shot from the front. 

It is doubtful if there ever has been any proceeding of the im- which 
portance of this assassination investigation in which there was as much - : 
perjury, except for the Reichstag fire trial. And there the falsely t tific 
accused was acquitted, not killed. A cepte 

burnii 

The difference between the original autopsy descriptive sheet 
that had been suppressed until I forced it out - that had never been Ey that 
seen by the Commission - and the copy used in the hearings and in the © i eryon 
Commission's files is a difference that, were the official conclusions recor 
at all tenable, would in itself entirely destroy them. by th 

The reader will recall that when I first published a copy of the = the d 
Commission's copy, this exposure and Reporter Richard Levine's needling 3 7, Seance 
led to the fantasy-land "explanstion" that Boswell had merely been a 
bit careless in marking the back wound, never for a moment dreaming that: eons i. 
in the autopsy of a President there is any need for care or accuracy. = “% . Commi 
(What better qualification for a Navy Chief of Pathology?) .. senti 

The wound was in the back, not the neck, as all official observer Re sie 
*See p 
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official conclusions 

them. 

ublished a copy of the’ 
hard Levine's needling | 
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"a moment dreaming that. 
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thology?) 

ss all official observer 

- F. Kennedy. 

tification, what he actually did is mind-boggling. 

See p.525. ** See pe 5240 

testified. Only when Specter went to work to rescript the assassina- 
tion into a fake solution consistent with the official predetermination of what would be called truth and fact was there over any question. 
Until then all the evidence was of a back wound, This includes Spec- ter's own suppressed notes of his own interviews with the autopsy wit- 
nesses before their testimony. 

Now, we know that Admiral Burkley placed it there, too. And 
Burkley certainly knew. For the moment we shall restrict ourselves to 
this first rescue from oblivion. In the lower left-hand corner of the 
front of the form he wrote, "Verified GGBurkley," all run together. 

He did not just initial it. He did not just sign his name. He 
used a word that cannot be fudged as Boswell fooled the press. Tho 
meaning of "verified" is not subject to argument. Webster could not be 
more precise and limiting: 

1. To prove to be true; to conform; substantiate. 2. To 
check or test the accuracy or exactness of. 3. To authenti- 
cate; specif., Law, to confirm or substantiate by oath or 
proof; also to add a verification ... 

Those who instinctively grasp at evidentiary straws to support the official mythology would do well to restrain themselves, for there will be more on this point in what follows. TI here make this comment so that those who think they see invisible straws and grab at them do not imagine that a medical man who rises to be an admiral in the Navy 
and physician to the President does not know the meaning of simple 
words and here, for no reason at all, just got "oareless" and threw in 
an extra and a wrong word. 

Burkley's additions to both the originals of the certifications are word for word identical. 

The one that says Humes turned in "all working papers associated with" the autopsy, including the "autopsy notes", at 5 p.m., Burkley endorsed with "Accepted and approved this date", signing it with his full name, "George G. Burkley", and as "Rear AdmMGUS N Physician to the President", * 

This constitutes Burkley's certification that those now-missing 
autopsy notes at that moment did exist and, when added to the receipt and letter so carefully omitted by Specter in publishing File 371 as Exhibit 397, were in his possession. That receipt, the item marked in = both margins and the only item in it marked in any way, reads, "One topy of autopsy report and notes of the examining doctor which is de- ~ seribed in letter of transmittal Nov. 25, 1963 by Dr. Galloway." And 
Galloway's words are, "Transmitted herewith by hand is the sole remain- 
ing copy (number eight) of the completed protocol in the case of John 

Attached are the work papers used by the Prosector and 
his assistant." (sic) 

The next day Burkley gave all these items to the Secrot Service, which gave him the receipt from which I have quoted. 
When Burkley noted "accepted and approved" to Humes! other cer- 

This admiral "ac- 
cepted and approved" what Humes admitted, "that I have destroyed by i burning" his first draft of the autopsy report on the President! ** 

Aside from what I have already established beyond peradventure, - that this revision and conflagration was not until after Humes and ey- , ryone else knew that nobody would have to face examination of his « Pecords and cross-examination by defense counsel in a trial of Oswald, : by then safely murdered, can anyone conceive of any good reason for 
re? Or its accep- 

the President's physician - an admiral? 
When the nature of the changes now known to have been made are considered, and with the until-now suppressed confirmation that the 

the destruction of any record in a crime of this natu 
ance and approval by 

Commission's medical evidence in its entirety is dubious and in all es- sential elements false, can even the most tolerant put any but the most disturbing interpretation on, first, the unpunished destruction of 
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imperishable, irreplaceable evidence by a man qualified in forensic pathology and, second, the unhesitating acceptance and approval by the © physician to the President himself? 

When all the experts were military men, 
kept out of the autopsy room by military guard, 
stroyed the evidences and the military approved t 
evidence, and when this new evidence proves the 
wounds was per jurious, criminal, and all of this false swearing, was also by the military, 
kind of military conspiracy unavoidable? 

And must I not again ask, is there anything like this in our history or that of any other land considering itself free and civilized? 

when all civilians were 
when the military de- 
he destruction of the 
testimony about the 
criminality, this 

is not a question of some 
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Inding and spending the 
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: No single person 
Tefused to see me on the 

2of them objected to tapi 
zit, those who had violat 
hibition. In some cases 
But for the most part, t 
that their President can 
Athout their being told 
ppened, who did it and 

tak in their willingnes 
dd - and did not - happ 

‘im turn, was investigate 
ad by the government th 
one. 

: The experiences o 
wainate what can happen 
awald is supposed to ha On the left is an excerpt from the Xerox copy of the "Autopsy Descriptive Sheet" printed 

by the Commission in CE 497. On the right is the identical section of the "Descripti 
Sheet" excerpted from the original, which the Commission never had. 
Commission's copy is the handwritten verification of Admiral Burkley, the President's 
physician. For the full original "Descriptive Sheet" see p. 310. 
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Further explanatons followed, at the end with the official 

iN 
copy of the autopsy body chart tat was not used by the Sommission 

in what it published and which, in fact, it had hidden where 

nobody would have thought to look thewe ford it. Prepared with a 
Clig ine , ty Uy 

tio I did and found it and other;récords relating to the autopsy Nrdivn 

there. 

a iL 

his official copy was Verified" by the President's vhysician, 

ADMERAL‘ octor) GGBurkley". 

Fetzer uses ‘his copy in his book without indicating the original 

ws y) Ld 
source of it./that source, excluxively#. 4m Past Mortem.Under the 

accepted standards of scholarship} and Fetzer presents himself as 

a scholar, he meer credited the or ginal source. He did not. 

te prterds Ad hye rim wt 
All the parts of this rather lengthy excerpt relate to the 

official érimes in and relating to the autopsy and to the entirely 

impropr #éuse made of what is not the actual, original autoosy report.
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ft is my recolléction, which may not be dependeble after 

thirty-five years, that Colonel Pierre Pinck stated that the neadil 

chart drawn on he reverse sice of the autopsy descriotive sheet is 

something he used in q@teaching. The Commission, perhaos correctly, 

attributes that to Boswell.Whichever is true, the caption under ty, 

_ that head chart, which is not repeited here, adds information 

om Humes missing notes thas he did not burn, as he later swore, and 

shat, as we Shave seen, he did turn in and Zor which there are 

official receipts. 

The next official chart in Dost Mortem nas bw false portrayals 

Eaca b Pie 

in the top two drawinzs, bath relatea to and bearteg on both the 

rh eloe Ago mes 
falsities and the conspiracies,~ane an accura”eportrayal or the 

skeleton of a man. When Admiral Burkley's suppressed certificate 

of death was published, after I found it securely hidden in the 

Archives, in it he located the wound in the President's back as a% 

the third thoracic verterbra. That has it quite a distance lower than 

the false location of that back wound by the Navy do>tors, ae in 

the base of EEMEE the Hex neck. Burkley's honsst location of that 

wound in the back comp letely eliminated the possibility, which was 

Gel Wadd of Quy » 
ime aiso impossible nother nouns asthe entry point of a boullet 

J P vtild At lad ge wa 

allegedly fired from sacl feet in the air and —hus goes stteply 
( ° © a 

downward in ithe body, bus with the officieial fabrications to 
ra 

make it seem that Oswald could have fired that shot, with impact 

ut the third thoracic verterbra, there was no vossibility at all of 

that alleged bullet havittz so abruptly changes direction and 

simultantously exited the President's ariyterjor neck and then 

enjoyed its spectacular, and also invented, cureer in Governor 

Jonnally's body, by And Wt Wy aul rt Cd rw aud sul cipher 
bs _f— 

, 1 ¢ 

—_— ‘ : : Ad pee, ? BY 
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The "Autopsy Descriptive Sheet" is a single sheet of paper with notes on both sides. 

“The only "autopsy notes" in the Commission's files are Xerox copies of both sides of 

this sheet. There were other contemporaneous notes, not destroyed but missing today. 

Printed here for the first time anywhere are the front and back sides of the original 
of the "Descriptive Sheet." The Commission used mere Xerox copies lacking Burkley's 
rification. A comparison of the original and the version printed by the Commission 

-appears at p. 262. The location of the back wound marked on this sheet and verified 

ty Burkley corresponds almost exactly with the level of the third thoracic vertebrae 
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Scapula (Shoulder Blade.) 

Knowing the Commission would not put the autopsy pictures in its record, the doctors 

had drawings made to depict the President's wounds. CE's 385 and 38 were prepared in 

March 1964 under Humes' supervision. ‘hese illustrations deliberately misrepresent 

the back wound as a neck wound, a discrepancy of which the doctors and the Commission- 

ers had to be aware. Burkley and Boswell had originally located the back wound at the 

level of the third thoracic vertebra, depicted on the skeletal chart here. 

4n the neck depicted in Ci 386 is markedly higher than the third thoracic vertebra. 

The immediate significance of this information is that a bullet entering the back at the 

third thoracic vertebra and traveling at a downward angle could not emerge at the 

front of the throat, thus proving the autopsy report and the Warren Report wronge 
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Commander @{luMeEs. To the best of my recollection, Mr. Chiqf Justice, it 

would not. Y 
The CrraiRMANg Mr. McCloy. 
Mr. McCrioy. M&y I ask this question? 

The CHarrman. Yo right ahead. 
Mr. McCoy. Do Yu have any knowledge as to whether or, hot any photo- 

graphs were taken in¥Dallas? 

Commander HUMES. % have none, sir, no knowledge. 

Mr. McCrory. No knowgedge that any were taken? 

Representative Forp. May I ask what size are the picturesgto which you refer? 

Commander Humes. W@ \ exposed both black and white, nd color negatives, 

Congressman. They were Kexnosed in the morgue duygéng the examination. 

They were not developed. ee kodachrome nesniivey vhen developed would 

be 405. ‘They were in film Carriers or cassettes, as wre the black and white. 
Of course they could be magni ed. 

Representative Forp. Have fgose been examined 

Commander Humes. No, sir. We exposed theg 

over. Here I must ask the counSel again for 

Mr. Specrer. Yes; it was the Secwet Service. g 
Commander Humes. They were Nyrned ovg to the Secret Service in their 

cassettes unexposed, and I have not séen an ‘of them since. This is the photo- 

graphs. The X-rays were developed in‘guy X-ray department on the spot that 

evening, because we had to see those righ’ Fien as part of our examination, but 

the photographs were made for the recor, ra \d. for.other, purposes. 

Representative Forp. But they “had péver bt on actually developed for viewing. 

Commander Humes. I do not knovwfsir. 

Mr. Srecrer. Doctor Humes, bag & to the angles for just a moment. 

Commander Humes. Yes, sir. % 
Mr. Specrer. Hypothesize orassume, if you wall, that other evidence will 

show that the wound inflicted’on Commission MxhWit 385 at point C occurred 
while the President was ridg#hg in the rear seat of hr automobile approximately 

100 feet from a point of,grigin in a six-floor buildinw, nearby, and assume fur- 

ther that the wound infficted in 888 at point A occu¥red when the President 

was approximately 25Qjfeet away from the same point. " 

With those assumpions in mind, there would be somégyhat different angles 

of declination goinggfrom C to D on 385 and from A to B oX » 388. 

Commander Hujfes. I would expect there would. % 

Mr. Specter. gfou have already testified earlier today that wou were unable 

to pinpoint véth precision angle A to B on 388 because of the geconstr ction 

of the sealp. . 

Nyy personnel at Bethesda? 
negatives; we turned them 

ice—to the Secret Service. 

question to you, in that elongated fashion, is from what you know 

’ you have described, are the angles, as you have expressed them to 

be ingfour opinion, consistent with a situation where the two wounds were 

infliged at the angles and at the distances just described to you? 

Fommander Humes. I believe they are consistent. 

O fiinea on 388—A. 

Mr. Seecrer. Now, Doctor Humes, I hand you a group of documents which 

have been marked as Commission Exhibit No. 397 and ask you if you can 

identify what they are? 
Commander Humes. Yes, sir; these are various notes in long-hand, or copies 

, rather, of various notes in long-hand made by myself, in part, during the per- 

formance of the examination of the late President, and in part after the exami- 

= nation when I was preparing to have a typewritten report made. 

Mr. Specter. Are there also included there some notes that you made while 

you talked to Doctor Perry on the telephone? 

Commander Humes. Yes, sir; there are. 
Mr. Srecrer. Are there any notes which you made at any time which are not 

included in this group of notes? 

Commander Humes. Yes, sir; there are. 

Mr. Specter. And what do those consist of? 
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Commander Humes. In privacy of my own home, early in the morning of 

Sunday, November 24th, I made a draft of this report which I later revised, 

and of which this represents the revision. That draft I personally burned in 

the fireplace of my recreation room. 

Mr. Specter. May the record show that the Exhibit No. 397 is the identical 

document which has been previously identified as Commission No. 871 for our 

internal purposes. 
: 

Is the first sheet then in that group the notes you made when you talked to 

Doctor Perry? 

Commander Humes. That is correct, sir. 

Mr. Seecrer. And do the next 15 sheets represent the rough draft which was 

later copied into the autopsy report which has been heretofore identified with 

an exhibit number? 

Commander Humes. That is correct, sir. 

Mr. Specrer. And what do the next two sheets represent? 

Commander Humes. The next two sheets are the notes actually made in the 

room in which the examination was taking place. I notice now that the 

handwriting in some instances is not my own, and it is either that of Com- 

mander Boswell or Colonel Finck. 

Mr. Specrer. And was that writing made at the same time that the autopsy 

report was undertaken; that is, did you review all of the markings on those 

papers and note them to be present when you completed the autopsy report? 

Commander Humes. Yes, sir. From the time of the completion of this exami- 

nation until the submission of the written report following its preparation, 

all of the papers pertinent to this case were in my personal custody. 

Mr. Specter. Have you now described all of the documents which were present 

in that 397, Exhibit No. 397? 

~ Commander Humes. Yes, sir; with the exception of the certification to the 

fact that I, in fact, detailed them in my custody, and a certification that I had 

destroyed certain preliminary draft notes. 

Mr. Specrer. And these represent all the notes except those you have already 

described which you destroyed? 

Commander Humes. That is correct, sir. x VY 

May, SPECEER Oy é Fare laamoremabenmelzan,.Page 14 of your 

rousm draft, Doctor Humes, as to the point of origin, the notes Sew that 

thereQyas a revision between your first draft and your final rpp6rt. 

Comi®ander Humes. Yes, sir. 

Mr. SpMyrer. Will you first of all read into the recog 

reflected in gur final report. 
f 

Commandelgflumes. I would rather read it fromy 

reportreads: “& ; 

“The projectiles@yere fired from a point behini and somewhat above the level 

of the deceased.” e. ig 

Mr. Specter. And Snat did the first drgft of that sentence as shown on page 

14 of your rough draft s& te’? # 

Commander Humes. [tated as fetlows: 

“The projectiles were fired, frgvhi a point behind and somewhat above a hori- 

zontal line to the vertical pd@ttion of the body at the moment of impact.” 

Mr. Speecter. Now wou PyoW,state the reason for making that modification 

between draft and final péport, plese ? , 

Commander Hump@ This exam¥yation, as I have indicated, was performed 

by myself with mytwo associates. be notes which we have just admitted as an 

exhibit are in mg own hand and are m “gpinion, was my opinion at that time, as 

to the best wiv to present the facts why, we had gleaned during this period. 

Before sujfnitting it to the typist, I went Mar this with great care with my two 

associates One or the other of them. raised tif@ypoint that perhaps this. sentence 

would ste more than what was absolutely .fachRy ased upon our observations, 

pofitiig out tliat ve. did not. know. precisely. at thateayne in what “position the 

body fhe President was when the ‘missiles struck, Way i that’ thérefore we 

shouffl be somewhat less specific and somewhat more cimgmspect than the 

way’ we stated it. When I considered this suggestion, I agreed that it would 

be better to change it as noted, and accordingly, I did so. 

a 

he final conclusion 

he final report. The final 
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Mr. Seecrer. Mr. Chief Justice, I move now for the admission into evidence 5 Mr. Specrer. Yes, p 

of elas No. 897. ; 
Commander HouMmMEs 

The Crairman. It may be admitted. 
President showed fra; 

(The documents, previously marked Exhibit No. 397 for identification, were and turned over = 

fragment of skull wh 

received in evidence.) metallic fragments. 
tion about the notes? “The notes that you 

Mr. McCrory. May I ask one ques 

made contempprago EL Toa much ater said you~put-thosedown 
Also going to Hxhi 

_opnetneir’ you put some in later. How much later were the notes, within the : sentence referring to 

not the final report, but the ; “Small bits of me 

pest of your recollection of the final notes made, 

final notes that you made in your own handwriting? / 
. wound, and these we 

= Commander Tumes. The examination was concluded approximately at 11 y picked up and “Sibm 

do'clock on the night of November 5). “Phe final changes in the notes prior to i examination a 

athe typing of the report were made, fand I will have to give you the time because 4 /'The r : I beli 

about when I finished. , I was work- a F © peo ene 
either of these wounc 

Zwhatever time Mr. Oswald was shot, that is 

#ing in an office, and someone had a television on and came in and told me that 
. 

Mr. Oswald had been shot, and that was around noon on Sunday, November 24t elles. to me to be im tact, 

B —e , Are, . vai AA : fragments in either ¢ 

next exhibit number, Commission Exhibit 398. May ‘OmmissigyA Mr. Srecrer. Whal 

that teig.is a photograph which, subject to later proof, will show it to) agen a the recor 

Commander HUME 

f i 5S trance just—this is . 

1 pation. 
identification.) 

the axilla which hac 

fter the President was struck by. the first bullet. ZE 

It may be marked. 

s marked Commission lxhibit No. 39858 
(The photograph 

May I move for its mission into evidence at this,g#Me for this pur ose? ) a ae 

whe CuarrMan. It may Wg admitted. i a 
proximately. en 

; 
rib;;and' émerged bel 

(The photograph, previous narked Commissigng <hibit No. 398 for identifi- : Pnese were the wi 

cation, was received in evidence: /‘i 
Mr. Specter. Now 

Looking at Commission Exhibit 3898; “fOr ny hes, With that as a background, : bearing in wind the 

have you had an opportunity to review th& yfedical reports on Governor Con- the photograph mar 

nally at Parkland Hospital in Commission TgAyibit 392? 
the source of the 1 

Commander Humes. I have. ¢ 
marked 885-C to D, 

Mr. Specrer. Have you noted the wounds sustained on his right wrist, just referred to? 

4 
Commander Hu™: 

that is, Governor Connally’s right wris¥ 

Commander Hues. Yes, sir; I hayé 

Mr. Specter. What does the repo Vg 

Commander Humes. The repp# shows a wound of entrance © 

pect of the right wrist. Le ret the precise point here. The v 

is described as On tbg @rsal aspect of the right wrist above the junc 

distal fourth re radius and the shaft. It was approximately tw 

with the loss of tissue, and some cons 

e it in these records. As I testified earlie: 

on the right wrist? X-rays and physica 

traversing the body 

its exit from the P) 

of the { go it was still trave 

-onti- { I believe in looki 

“ the time the Presid 

meters Mgth and rather oblique, 

able a@@ftusions at the margins. There was a wound of exit along the volar rectly in front of th 

surface of the wrist about two centimeters above the flexion crease > of the-wei 
having traversed tk 

pe the midline... “i Sy FE HE GiB RR EE : / of Governor Connal 

Sir. Specter. Doctor Humes, {1 show you a bullet which we have markegts 
Mr. Seecrer. Ho 7 

snission Exhibit No. 399, and may I say now that, subject,to. later py Sf, this preciable diminutic 

Manissile which has been taken from the stretcher which thee ¥idence now portions of Presider 

& he stretcher occupied by Governor Connally, 
Commander Hva 

its admission into evidence at this time . 
\ for an opinion abou 

The Cram amit may be admitted. got 
Mr. Sprecrer. Fir 

(The article, pre sously marked Commjss f exhibit No, 399 for identifica- -— ernor Connally su 

tion, was received in GMigdlence. ) ne 
the markings which 

Mr. Srecter. We have hemp, asked by the FBI that the missile not be handled 
Commander Hu: 

appears, were to be explor 
oing further ballistic tests, and it now 

by anybody because it 1 

may the record show, ge ina cotton background, 
X-ray of the ches 

Now looking at moO, Doctor Ilumes, could that bullet have could have struck t 

‘f through President ISen- The rib ig a rat! 
sment passing 

7 
it directly to cause 

\ clearly described 

e wound on Governor Con- fraginents in the ¢ 

was the missile t] 

May I expand on would .have. left-be 

at.this time. 

{ gone through 

Snedy’s headin Exhibit No. 388? % 

nefinder Humes. I do not believe so, sil &% 

N Sprcrer. And could that missile have made 

flly’s right wrist? 

Commander Hu res. I think that that is most unlike 
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Next are selections from Arlen Specter's questioning of Humes 
efi 

bwikere the Commission (3H 372-@4). in vhis testimony Humes se @ns To 

still have his notes, to have them in his hands and at the same 

i 

time, in his questioning , Specter seems to be giving the inpression 

pi “p> 

that whet Humes has in his hands does nol. include those njfotes. 

TIgt is at this point in his testimony than Himes volunteered 
& 44 rd 

1 #4 AA , Wied 
that he had burned his first autopsy report. “/% rly Keg lnnire / 

It is conspicuous that with each and every one of the Commission 

Members a lawyer and with all the Womnission's colinsel slso lawyers, 
nant 

thé was not a single voice raisedian to quesdtiom the burning 

ute 
of an voriginal record in & murder case or even to ask wea authority 

\ 

Humes had for that or wheng e he got tnat idea or why he did so 
a inn 5} ! a 

unusual, if not criminei, t-jotrg, es eG sal sya such an autopsy, ¢~ 

UM Ae rane 
() wurdertY f Sy yu tel bobs ¢ ; 7] / 

he | 13922 

~, 

\



Nor did any \awyer Member of the Commission for any lawyer 
vv\ . 

. J 
nembes of its svaff have any question at ail when Hume stwas, as he 

testified, told to eliminate from his replacement autopsy report 

what he had in it that clé ‘arly meant there had been a conspiracy 

to kill because it eoguld not have iepiictea the wound he eliminated 

if the shot came from theat sixth-floor window. 

On page 7 of his handwritten substitute autopsy report, the 

, ; rc 
one he wrote to subs titute for the one he burned, he had wreit=+t 

+} written thet the head wound was "tangential to the surface of “he 

scalp." That is quite different from at the back of the head on the 

level of the occinut, which the vommission finally wound uo 

with, vo ad) Hn? 

Humes was told to replace all of that with a single word, 

"lacerated." But the words Humes had to remove are consistent with 
Gree 

another aguores recomd to which we come. | 

This shot, which could not have comé # from that sixthfloor 

window, means a second shooter and that alone means a c dnspiracy 

to kill. 

Another such proof is in the report of the autopsy pathologists 

themselves whe trey were taken to view the autoosy film. 

Under the heading "NO OTHER WOUNDS they say thay the xrays 

establish That there were small metallic fragments in the head.How- 

ever, careful examination at the autopsy and the photographs and 
i 

My is 
-rays tkene during the autopsy, revealed no evidence of a bulled 

i 

or a major potion of a bullet in the body of the President." 

V
i
d
 

this is wise-guy language intended to hide what would by itself 

also have been proof of a conspiracy to kill because what it so :# 
t 

. . Cy evs, ; 
carefully avoided negates the languege used to make the fairy tale 

[het . g ’ 
abut that mazical Bullet 3994) whieh is badic to the Report and to



2p 

the fiction tha: there was only Oswald supoosedly shgpting away. 

The foot note I ides the bottom of tne page of fascsimile ¢ 

repori¥auetion of that report axkg points out "a0 Hethat are 

indeed 'minor portions of a bullet' in the President's pody, a 

negation of the official solution." 

Which, still azat., means there had been a conspirzacy to kill.
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Photographs 5-10 jnclusive » 

location of the head wound, 

jon drawings 
which depict 

ku 
ending 

with an actu 

In non- 

of the sk 

17, 18, 26-28, 
’ 

ad wound, sive he 
ximately 13 

gments of the 

bits b 

and also she 

jamoter. 
5 show the 

— the Warven Conmniss 

Ll. XVI, ppe 977 and 984) 

wound. 

were smal metallic 

amination at the — 

ad x-rays taket during the autopsy» 

or of a major portion of a 

vealed no evidence 

ribed above. 

ished that there 

lowever, careful ex 

under "NO UTHER ;QUNDS." Dr. Humes' sworn testimony 

t fragnents at any point in the Pres- 

the crime cannot stand unless 

ed to have wounded the neck, 

that it have produced all of 

that the x-rays revezl "no evi- 

the body of the rresident" (as 

ean, and as the 

tions of a bullet" 

bullet officially alleg 

portion of a bullet in 

tion of the official solution. 
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This is confirmed by the reort filed by the oanel of medical 

eminences convoked by the Department of Justice. On its page 13, 
fh 

under "Heck Region,it states that “Also present" yn that part of the 

President's body are "several small fragments. " This one report 

alsp is enough to eliminate she fgSpecter invention of his "single 

bullet" myth that he began by calling it a theory and wound up with 

an icepeleryn. 
an even bib bigger lie in which he refers to it as a “eebelusiebn-”’ 

But however Snecter and fothers seek to pretend thet the 

aingle-bullet fabrication is real fewhen it was not and could not 

have vech, these fragments are e:sough to prove it was felse. 

On page 11 of this same report by the best experts yen Justice 

Department could gather, is their statement that the ound, (in the 

back of the head was-at the scoiput 4k eae was not a//ywhere near 

that and, like the language eliminate from the Humes substitute for 

his actual autopsy report, A root of the entire official “seiwtiki 

"sabstit’ solution" to the assassination because it places that wound 
external 

"approximately 100 mm. abobe the/occuputal proturbecrance." 

That means the wound was four inches higher than the Jommission 

Said and that alone means 4the end of the official "solution" andof 

its lone-assassin preconception which, as we saw, originated inthat 

Katzenback memo conspiracy. 

eyf) 5A |
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Neck Regiont Filme #8, 9 and 10 allowed visualization of the 
lower neck, 

clavicles, or of the ribs ot of any of the cervical and thotacta 
vertebrae, 

The foregoing observations indicate that the pathway of the 
projectile involving the neck was confined to a region to the 
right of the spine and superior to a plane passing through the 
upper margin of the right scapula, the apex of the right lung and 
the right clavicle, Any other pathway would have almost certainly 
fractured one or more bones of the right shoulder girdle and thorax, 

Other Regtons Studied: No bullets or fragments of bullets 
are demonstrated in X-rayed portions of the body other than those 
described above. On film #13, a small Tound opaque structure, a 
little more than 1 mn, in diameter, is visible just to the right of 
the midline at the level of the first sacral segment of the spine, 
Its smooth characteristics are not similar to those of the projectile 
fragments seen in the X-rays of the skull and neck, 

Examination of the Clothing 

Suit Coat (CE 393) A Tagged oval hole about 15 mm. long 
(vertically) is located 5 cm. to the right of the midline in the 
back -of the coat at a Poiné about 12 em, below the upper edge of 
the coat collar, A smaller ragged hole which is located near the 
midline and aboue 4 cm. below the upper edge of the collar does not 
overlie any corresponding damage to the shirt or skin and appears 
to be unrelated to the wounds or their causation, 

In describing the all too few X-rays of the " earren Keport and the integrity of the autousy doctors! testimony. Humes had sworn there were no metallic frag.wents in the neck visivle on the x-rays (2H361). 399 is clearly unt ragmented, yet it bad to have cxused the neck wounds for the Comission ' case to survive, ‘thus, the panel's statement that "several small iwetallic fragments are present” din the nec region, although lacxing the detail and precision that might be eanected from suc eminences, is sufficient to prove thal the Report and the autop= sy findings on which it was based are irreversibly WrOlge 

neck region" the panel denolishes the 
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anperiorly and superiorly. _None-can-be-VisuaTizet-on-the left-side 

ofthe brain and none below a horizontal plene-through the £ loor 

of_the anterior—fossa of the skull.” dH 

On one of t fa invenell Stim of the skull 8), a hole 

measuring approximately 8 mm, in diameter on the outer surface of 

the skull and as much as 20 mm. on the internal surface can be seen 

in profile approximately 100 mm. above the external occipital 

protuberance, The bone of the lower edge of the hole is depressed, 

Also there is, embedded in the outer table of the skull close to 

the lower edge of the hole, a large metallic fragment which on the 

antero-posterior film (#1) lies 25 mm, to the right of the midline. 

This fragment as seen in the latter film is round and — 

6.5 mm, in diameter, Immediately adjacent to the hole on the 

internal surface of the skull, there is localized elevation of the 

soft tissues, Small fragments of bone lie within portions of — 

tissues and within the hole itself. These changes are consistent 

with an entrance wound of the skull produced by a bullet similar 

to that of exhibit CE 399. 

; The metallic fragments visualized within the right cerebral 

. hemisphere fall into two groups. One group consists of relatively 

Jarge fragments, more or less randomly distributed, The second 

group consists of finely divided fragments, distributed in a 

postero-anterior direction in‘a region 45 mm, long and 8 om, wide. 

As seen on lateral film #2 this formation overlies the position of 

the coronal suture; its long axis if extended posteriorly passes 

’ through the above-mentioned hole, It appears to end: anteriorly 

immediately below the badly fragmented frontal and parietal bones 

. 

just anterior to the region of the coronal suture, 

5 

Here we learn that the entrance wound in the head, never measured by the autopsy doctors 

who preferred to locate it merely as "slightly above" the occipital protuberance, was 

actually 100 mm. above that point. No silly millimeter here. That is 4 inches higher 

than’ the autopsy doctors made out, putting the wound high on the back of the President's 

head instead of near the hairline as the doctors swore to and depicted on drawings. 

his is how the panel "supported" the autopsy reporte 
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_ (ho 
Even t& victurss I piblishea in 2ost Mortem ,. like tne 

foregoing, prove there had been a conspiracy. 

The first of the few selected, which appeared on page 597, 

is Exhibit 60 in the apology for s:riousness in the FBI's report 

ordered by the new President as soon as he was back in Washington. 

in the Commission's recory¥s it is identified as CDl. yDishonestly “7 / 

to give the false impression that there was a builst mee in the 
/ 

center of the knot of the Preisdent.'s tie the FBI too the knot 

apart and faked the picture in the lower piette hand corner. 

(This is the only picture of that tie taken for—she—Sommsston 

by the FBI in which any pattern at ail can be seen. All the rest 

are taken to make it appear that the tie was of a solid black!) 

in the lower right-haWid corner it can be seen that on its front. 

in the collar area, the President_s shirt had jive htt, not 
“Vv iwtvlet Ash le 

bullet holes, and that, sme unlike teeetet —_— ie not 

even coincide. Ae 

le 
The next picture, on the next page, is an FBI origininal;, not 

or 
a COPY» bhatt i obtained from the BéaDepartment of dustied of 

thet—pictture. 

Here it is clear that there is no bullet hole in that area and 
~ 

i iA instezd there are rwo slits tat not onl dé not coincide, 

Vey are not he eum ylength and they are not in the identical 

Perts of the gcollar band, as bullet holes would have been. 

"he .related and entirely uncontradicted Warren Commission 

téstimony is that the bullet hole was above the collar and that tnose 

s lits were #made by a nurse's scalpel during the “eré=-e emergency 

paga procedures at Parklznd Hospital. 

Or, still sgain, proof of both a wepnspiracy to kill and of 

the invalidity of tne Warren Report ;‘
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KE. FARBER, M.D. 

HH. HEPTINSTALL, M.Dy 

J. LALLY 

B. SCHULTZ, M.D. 

(AMINERS 

EXAMINER 

, etc. concerning the Panel 

fon, The Panel met in 

{ts report on 

next few days and submitted 

m and returned them to me. 

mitted them to the Panel 

to me and final copies 

the Panel for his 

wcsonally delivered the 

ey and he subsequently 

self and the original 

lot seen it since, but 

‘tment was a photocopy of 

ibmLtted copy. 

saragraph of my letter of 

endently, destroyed all 

fatrict Attorney 

el either appeared in 

nything in writing. 

Justice Department I 

_ correspondence of yours 

culy yours, 

ati A Pasb MO 
LS. Fisher, M.D. 

fedical Examiner 

all the panel members "not to main= 

vecause "it was felt thut estab- 

y of the archivist might be judged 

nsferred’ the autovsy materials to 

n of all records was not tne answere 

hivist for preservation, With this 

norm. See pe 221.6 

pore neaiyonmnerie wen the ee did not dare print because it contains 
! $ conclusions and its and the FBI's integrity. It is de- 

Fortbet tae cuuat Waa geiian ” on The enlargement of the bullet hole in the 
; ed by the FBI upside down. The actual hol incid 

actly with the real location of this wound De Ses ane Sate hich was lied about. The FBI 
the tie to make it appear that there was ‘es A 1 ‘ami a hole in the center. Actually, t 
nick was made with a scalpel and was on th , Me via aueeged e very edge of the knot. It nl. 
with ‘removal of a semple for scientific es : ser bocmaae | ° sting. The tests were suppressed bec 
po ion vervos: thik ‘Ee a tots front. This aonibitinttigd of suepessand pi 

resident was not hit in the back of th 
back and that the bullet hole in th - oe ey e front of total dispueot of the entiee "anlublen,” of his neck was above the shirt. Either is 
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This is an actual FBI print, not from the Warren Commission's files, obtained as de- 

scribed in Chapter 30, especially beginning on p.328. It has this caption typed on 

the back: "Photograph depicting portion of Exhibit 60." It is less clear as part of 
FBI Exhibit 60 (p.597) but in even that form shows much more than any picture the 

Commission dared print. In itself this picture, presented here for the first time 

anywhere, destroys the entire Warren Report and means the falsity could not have been 
accidental. It shows not bullet holes but slits. It also shows that when the shirt 
is buttoned they do not coincide and on this added basis could not have been made by 
a bullet. Note that the slit on the button side is entirely below the neckband while 

that on the buttonhole side extends well up onto it. The FBI and the Commission both 
knew their representations were false. The Commission blundered into the truth sepa- 
rately when Dulles asked Dr. Carrico where the President's front neck wound was and 

Carrico told him it was above the shirt. Carrico confirmed this to me when he also 
confirmed the obvious, that this damage to the shirt was done when the necktie was 

cut off by nurses under his supervision during emergency treatment. 
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fiven the official pictures of the so-called magic bullet, 

Bullet 399, prove fakery of te evidence and that there had been a 

conspirzcy because, among oméother things, these #@BArchive 

pictures prove that buklet struck no bone as it had to have in the 

President's neck area and in Governor Vonnally's chest, wrist and 

thigh for the official "solutyion even to b e possible. 

As the ca»tion on vage sozptates, @the metal missing from the 

base of that bulle+ was, clearly, cut out by ga kndfe, not lost 

in shooting.. There also & is no visible scratch on the jacket of 

the bullet which is said to have smashed and broken bones. 

i 

pyr pyre 

par I Oy



These are not 

Commission or 

FBI pictures. 
They were taken 

for this work. 

They show that 
all the metal 

missing fron 

Bullet 399 was 

removed by the 

esl (9.226), 
which did not 

tell the incur- 

ious Commission 

and joined it 

in a deliberate 

deception and 

mnisrepresenta-- 
tion indispen-= 
sable to the 

faxed "solution. 
The upper pic=- 

tures oi the 

base and the 

left-hand one of the side clearly show the cutting olf for test- 

ing of all the metal micsing frou. this otherwise unscathed bul- 

let. 
and I had to sue for them. 

This is but one of the reasons the tests were suppressed 

They and these pictures destroy the 

Report and Commission and FuI integrity. 
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I recall none of this from the ssays Fetzer collected and 

published although that is not because his essayists were not fam- 

iliar with Post Mortem. The used enough of it as their original 
iw AL- 

work. But they omitted jhe many proofs,of different conspiracies 

by the government that they £99k saw documented, officially 

documented, perhaps so they coulf} pretend tha] any proof of 

any conspiracy originated by them and what they dreamed up that 

is disproven by the official and irrefutable evidence.
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ca 
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+his is not all, not by any means, included in Post Mortem, which 

the Fetzers have, that proves both a conspiracy to kill the 
Cried’ Cf MEK 

President and a conspiracy to fake the medical (evidence. it is - eee 

most of what I recalled, witnout any real search of the book that 

I published a quarter of a century earlier. 44/4 (We 

Ov, what Aguilar says he was "cod nverging" on was old hat, was 
HELG 

a fquarter of a century oid, hardly needing an essay thatis 

not correct in some of what it says. 

The dessay is not something new. At best, in parts, it duplicates 

Wheat was old hat, what was a quarter of a centur@y onld when he wr 

began it. 

Some of what we have just seen is also medical evidence or 

bears on the medical part of she #onspiracy. Bearing on that and 

in poarticular proving that Humes perjured himself when he testified 

that he had destroyed the autopsy né tes when in fact it was his 

autopsy pepr— report that he destroyed. There is some duplication 

but These official documents are at one point to make the clear 

record that fumes did turn his notes in, that they are covered by 

official receipts for them, an hat by the time those and other ao 
( by 1H Jee 

materials were turned oveyto the National Avchibes qnd signed fro 
fn Cte ta 

for by the(President's former secretary] those notes are no longer 
, “ud trate - 

included. ‘this means/that after Pramas turned them in and before they 

were transferred to tue “ational Archives, those notes were removed 

by some official of some executive agency. The only aoparent purpose 

is to keep secret what those notes say that would defeat she Report 

of the Warren Commission and would bear on the exisdence of one, 

or more consviracies. #, Med 42 aly jndiudnr v8 the Of} | A” 

grtuulstel Ly Tet Kah Ap th gunn) af olla. 
5h $27,555 5F4 hay



U.S. NAVAL MEDICAL SCHOOL 
NATIONAL NAYAL MEDICAL CENTER 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 In reply rofer to 

° 24 November 1963 

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-T-E 

I, James J. Humes, certify that I have destroyed by 

burning certain preliminary draft notes relating to Naval 

Medical School Autopsy Report A63=-272 and have officially 

transmitted all other papers related to this teport to 

higher authority. 

A ad Sans 
J. J. HUMES 
CDR, MC, USN 

seu and sobsraed pf. ( sadh qo 

Aimat A (Sand fe bo ’ 
a. 
(Kies Goan “Tis @ 7 oA 

> (ee pn attiglin. At “May oh. betes 3 , 

a
 

e
e
 
e
e
 

cee 

t 

This is the original of Humes’ certificate that he-ourned a draft of the autopsy report. | 
It is not the same as the copy »rinted by the Commission, 17H48, which does not include ,; 

the handwritten approvel of Dr. Burkley. Indeed, what can be said when the President's - 
physician certifies that he accepts and approves the burning of evidence in the crime! 

See p. 261. 
’ This certificate has led to the myth, propagated by Arlen Specter, that Humes 

burned his autopsy notes. . "fhe record is plain," Specter told U.S. News and world 
Reoort, 10/10/66, "that there had been a series of notes taken by Dr. Humes at the 
tine of the actual performance of the autopsy which had been destroyed." Specter 
knew better, since he put this certificate (absent the Burkley endorsement) into evi- 

dence and had it confirmed by Humes (2H373). As the certificate on the next page 
makes clear, the “autopsy notes" were preserved. What Humes burned he alternately eee 

described as "preliminary draft notes" (above) and “that draft" of the autopsy report This, a 
later revised, (2H373). publish 

Having been assured by Humes that the first draft of the autopsy report had been st made: du 
destroyed forever by burning, Specter asked not a si:gle question, not even the simple, ~~ Aly aut 

bs < indispensable question: Why? On this the Commission's record is barren. Specter, 

however, would like the public to believe otherwise. He now claims Humes’ "explained 
his reasons (for burning) fully before the Commission"---in his testimony. : “ 

52h 
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U.S. NAVAL MEDICAL SCHOOL 
NATIONAL NAYAL MEDICAL CENTER 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 In reply refer to 

fe 

We pats 

24 November 1963 

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-T-E 

I, James J, Humes, certify that all working papers 

associated with Naval Medical School Autopsy Report A63-272 

have remained in my personal custody at all times, Autopsy 

nal report were handed 
notes and the holograph draft of the fL 

to Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Medical School, at 1700,. . 

24 November 1963. No papers relating to this. case remain in 

my possession. 

‘ - 

| Vine 

J. J. HUMES 
CDR, MC, USN 

Received above working papers this date. 

1 Lewis - 
- H. STOVER 

CAPT, MC, USN 
Commanding Officer, U.S. Naval Medical School 

Ee: 
National Naval Medical Center 

ote Crerplirk ariol wy prt then later 

it's , : 
E 

“ a : 2 f os. PB vb Lee, 

Kid. rekon 1 ~4/ SM 
foe 

) P Ayptennen Thy —sbhe. Celia 

This, an original copy, also bears the endorsement of Dr. Burkley absent from the copy 

t 
published by the Commission. Here Humes inakes explicit that he never burned any notes 

n made during the autopsy. "Autopsy notes and the holograph draft of the final report" 

le, were preserved and given to Capt. Stover on November 24. Stover nust have received 

all. autopsy notes because Humes specifies that "all working papers" of the autopsy were 

in his possession until the transfer to Stover, after which "no papers relating to this 

case remain in my possession." With this transudttal, the mysterious story of the miss- 

ing autopsy notes begins. See pp. 145, 261. 
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NATIONAL NAVAL 
aatease 

MISCHA 

DETNESOA VA MARYLAND 

Naval vedi 

ts kutossy protocol in she case of Join 7. Koanedy, Leto wetacsess 

a 
a7 . FI tee ae = 

o2 cne United States 

*S% eee s ates 

f, Disease eccnow 

¢ 1 

———— 
This letter and the 

vital autopsy notes. 

hany pages of notes 

7 gerved and must» have veen delivered to Dr. Buraley on sovember 25. 

‘mitted all papers in his 

pp. 102-5, 247-8, 251-6. 

findings .on @ quintessen 

what the suppressed note 

_ publish the missing auto 

of possession. ee Pe 5 

i heyewith by hand is 12 
iD 

- dn the Commission's published evidence. 

“0B 397, into evidence, he stated ror the record that Ui 597 "is the identical document" 

3" marked CD 371 “for our internal purposes." (2H373). However, the two documents are 

"not, the same because the 

-. many purposes, among them making it imsossible to trace the chain of possession of the 

“Galloway claims to transmit all yayers he has, retaining none. 

ated protocol in 

additional documents in conmnecuion 

a0 = sot Yedce receipt. 

,  D 
wea (D> Ve 

c. 3 aay tats 
ee Ves 

Ni ew 

receipt which follows are from Cp 371, although neither ‘appears 

when Specter introduced the autopsy pagers, 

printed exhibit owits these two pageSe Suppression accomplished 

made by all three pathologists during the autopsy were pre= 

Dr. Humes trans- 

possession to Admiral Galloway on xovember 24, and here 

Burkley in turn yave 

>. everything he got from Galloway to the veeret Service on november 26, us the following 

- weceipt executed that day reveals. 

~ include but one sheet (two gides) of notes, none of which were made by Humes. See and there the trail ends. The Commission's records 

The one sheet published directly contradicts the autopsy 

tial point, the location of the back wound. One can only guess 

gs reveal. And one cannot avoid asking why the Commission, 

charged with evaluating all: facts relating to the assassination, did not obtain or 

psy notes, and suppressed the receipts documenting their chain 

Oe 
* 
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Je SCAT SERVICES 
. 

. , . 

The Commission failed to 

’ 

Heceipt is acknowlod, 

following items from 

One piece of bronze | 

in transit from cask 

One carbon copy of 1 

Officer, Us S. Modic 

regarding confidenti 

dated Ne 
shroud tv 

i e 
orraphic film, \ 

One receipt dated, Ne 

to PRS for safokcop: 

An original and six 

(Nav. bied.N) 

Une receipt from FB 

exanination of the 

Gne letter from Uni 

School including re 

findings of treatme 

the Dallas County bh 

shat threo carbon ¢ 

/ Ons ‘copy of avtops) 

which is described 

Dr. Gallawcye 

Transmittc. Latter 

Authorization for 

Goncrval and dated’ 

: ie , Se 

. 

as part of a published e 

questions would immediat 

list are a part of the C 

items, readily available 

of the crine. The Navy 

solution to that criue. 
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although neither apvears 

the autopsy papers, 

the identical document" 

e two documents are 
Suppression accomplished 

u of possession of the 

he autopsy were pre- 

5. Dr. Humes trans- 
ber 24, and here 
Burkley in turn gave 

‘rv 26, us the following 
‘ne Conmission's records 
ade by Humes. See 

‘adicts the autopsy 
ind. One can only guess 

thy the Commission, 

, did not obtain or 
jlocunenting their chain 

2 OF, 

O _& 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C, as, ae a 

’ 

oF THE CHIEF é “iy 8 : f 

Ja de SCART GERVICS 

. ; . Protective Research Section 

* , Novenber 26, 1965 
’ 

’ 
, 

Receipt 1s acknowlodged this dato, Nov. 26, 1963, of tha | ed 

following items from Dr. George G. Burkley: : es | 

One 
in 

piceco of bronze colored matorial inadvertently broken _& 

transit from casket in which body was brought fron Dallas. . 

Ona letter = Certificate of Death of John F, Kennedy - Stato 

of Texas © datdd Nove 22, 1963, . 

. One carbon copy of letter dated November 26 from Commanding 

| Officer, U. S. Modical School, concerning law and repuiatioas 

regarding confidential nature of tho oventse , 

datod Nov. 22, 1963, for bed shect, surgicaa 
Cno receipt 

. 

a shroud used to covor tha body in transite 
i 

. ow" drapes, an 

: One receipt dated, Nov. 22, 1963, regarding a carton of 

iM pnotographic film, undavolopod except for Xerays, delivered 

to PRS for safokcopinge . : ; 

, . . > . ; : * > = 2 “3 . « ° 

» An original and six pink copics of Certificate-of Deata . 

(Navebied.N) . : : , . ' 

| One receipt from FBI for a m}ssilo renovered during tha 

examination of the body. 

Gne letter from University of Texas South Wast Nedical 

School including report from Dr. Clark and summary of their 

‘ findings of treatment and examination of the President in 

the Datlas County Hospital. Said letter of transnittal staves 

that three carbon copies have beea vetained in that arco. 

/ Ons ‘copy of autopsy report and notes of tho-exezcaing doctor: 

which is described in lotter of transmittal Nov. 2S, 1965 by 

Dr.’ Gallawsye eae, : a . 

’ Transmittal Lotter and.7 copies of the above iten (autopsy report}. 

Authorization for post morto-. examination signoc by the Attorney 

Ganeral and dated’ Nov. 22, i455. _ ae 
oe e? 

oy poe ’ oy 
af . . = cae ’ 

TRobere 1. bouc.: gn HE 

aaa 8 oS pot ae ’ 7 
ee ‘ Pye ee 

The Commission failed to publish this receipt even though it is supposed to be included ~ 

as part of a published exhibit, CE 397. The reason is obvious: had it been published, - 

questions would immediately have arisen as to why none of the items included in the re 

list are a part of the Commission's evidence. That the Commission did not obtain these 

items, readily available to it, is proof that it did not seek the most basic evidence 

of the crime. The Navy death certificate alone is destructive of the entire official | Fo pete 

solution to that crime. See ppe 402, 307-8. : : C : Si sates 

527 



SADSFEPRED TO ERS. LINCO M, EATICNAL AVCHIVES, APRIL 26, 1965 

1. Cne broken casket handle 

1 ta if containiug black apd Waite negatives 

2, Envelopes numbered 

nat tine of avtousy 

; of photographs tahe 

t 

J » 7 envelopes containing 4 x 5 nesatives of autopsy mraterjal 

Ww
 

*. 8 envelopes containing 4% 5 expesed filn containing no imape 

5, 1 rell of exposed film from a color carera entirely black with 

Je 

ne image apparent 

6. Ervelore containing ® X-ray negatives 14” x 17%: 6 X-ray negatives 

jte prints 31" x 14°: 17 black and white 

yo" x 12%; 12 blech and wh 

prints 14" x 17"; all negatives ane prints pertaining to X-rays 

that were taken at the antopsy 

= autays hotos 
t E 

7. 36 8 x 19" Slack and white prints 4 
y : pints - autopsy protos 

x 37.3 1/2 x 4 1/2" Wlack and white fF 

27 color pasitive transparercics 47 

L unexposed pivce of color film 

, 
r 
v 

2 

4- x 5" color negatives of autorsy yhotegrapns 

ri 
2 27 

ss gtx 18 coler prints of autorsy photogra WS 

G. 1 plastic box 9 % 6 1/2" x 1 containing paraffin blocks of tissue 

sections 

1 plastic hex containing paraffin HHocks of tissue sections plus 

BS slides 

A third lox con 

] stainless steel containe 

ssaterial : 

% wooden boxes, each 7" x 5 2x1 ia, containing 5F slides-- 

Ileod snears taken at various tits curing life 

—Terrlete autepsy protocel ef Prasive:t rornedy (orig. & 7 ec's) - 

Pricinal sinned by Nr. Inneos 

Letter of transaittal of autopsy 

taining $4 slides 

r7" in diaveter x 2” containing gross 

R
C
P
S
 

E
S
S
 

ra
ce
s 

» pathelostst 
report forig. 61 cc) 

w
e
T
S
h
s
S
 

25, 1863, 
“: fron Jases kK. Fox to SAIC Revck Nev. 25 

ing cf filp in the presen e of Et. (js) V> ns
 

Office Meneranr 

Concer the niecess 

watenia, VSit (erin. 4 2 

a
T
:
 

ccs) et 

K, Fox, . S. Secret Service, 

29, 19¢3, concerning 

thereof 
om Lt. “adonia to J. 

Special officer, ented Hov. 

reesipt of certain films and prints ane the processing 

(Orig. 4 1 ec) 
Joo Pl, if: 

y 

Cone 
(ins Pa ‘ 7 eu . 

é 

Orig. neso fr 

White House, 

Ee. 

This is the long-suppressed 
Kemorandum of Transfer. See vps 166, 288, 405- 

558 | 



White negatives 

y waterjal 

ning no imape 

‘ely black with. 

' @ Neray negatives 

17 black and white 

ruining to X-rays 

ates 
opsy photos 

ns 

‘Cop hlocks of tissue 

ssue sections plus 

* containing gross 

taintne SF slides-- 

(orig. & 7 cc's) - 

{1 cc) 

uck Hov. 29, 1863, 

nee oF Lt. (js) V- 

.. Secret Service, 
63, concerning 

oaessing thereof 

MES 

Rat 
Boy we =“ 

é 

vp. 166, 288, 405. 

e2e 

of preliwinary draft notes on protocol 

Certificate of eustruction 
1. de Heres) 

of autorsy (1 ce signed by Ure 

Gris, £ bce and one xeTOR repraducts on of neve froz Cordr. Jolin Ile 

Fhersale, HeC.. ES, Acting Chief of Rarticlany, to hoy H. 

Kellerman, ASAIC. “se Se Secret snr viany recardirg X-rey films 

Gatud 1-22-63. 

Francis X. O'Neill Jr.. Apent 

U. Stever, Commanding Cfficer, 

missile, uated 1)-22-65. 
yofay neyTa-metion af meno fren 

i 2 Javes W. Sibert to Capt. J. 

UH “etical School, regarding receipt of 

3, 1963 Fror SAIC Fouck to Capt. J. I. Stover, 

lec of Ictter dated Cec. 

eraphic fils holders. 
Jre, HC, SSN, concerning © 

uC, USN, Nev. 2°, 1962 to Poy He 

tellersan r worenvetig receipt © of photographic matericl. 

Aires 4 Babe 
Cerne eG seri 

Mice Adriral, fC, USS ; 

frysician to cs "president 

an 
Useevwes ¢ ppt. IG, 1968 aye ex CIKS 

Moe t wr ta Docs tl Qnrebhe., Ca, Enolang hoe, 

a 202 word Oa. Karr bly cxninel | best. 

eas CUL > 

- Exner & 
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Aside from the proof? of consoiracies and of other criminal 

as: , , hat sy adicts by governnent, th: government that came into power only by 
\ 

fae assassination of the elscted President, is it not also 

‘ ‘ a , ; 
Sickening that, as ularjly when the head of government was 

Nye 
assassinated, “the successor government couid be so dishonest, coul#¥a 

begin by yonsoiring not to Fh ond both Ghat #ocrime but to feke a 

sol ution? Giulio gud 2 / atid tod jad anu’ the 

pd Tr yet ye al: “hie Ay tdwhrendivg Uh, , 
Dy. to iin, 

yada And how could sbthe successor governmnent not be aware of the 

suspicion tnat flows from so dishonorable, so disnonest, Bo very 

wrong utbehavior tnat, for qmll vractical purposes snvoived align of 

The fovernmint. 

All of this and ever so much more like it was available tbo 

all the Fetzers and they were sotall@y ignotant of ift. 

Fim what Yeth-y wroted alblyway. 

And only now claim to ‘womvexse® on it. 

a, 4 : © 
(for a blstdnt illudstration of Fetzer taking wredit for 

what he had nothing at all to do with, see the quotation of the 

story in his university newspaper in the last chapter.)


